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Wisdom- The Beginning of Team Wisdom  
The purpose of this document is to describe the beginning of team wisdom. Teams are all 

about giving. A simple and accurate description of teams is that they are someone helping 

someone else with the help of others. So, every team has an owner who is responsible for 

the team purpose. You can’t give something you cannot own. Teams are just the result of 

the fact that people were designed to work together; so, all teams are composed of teams of 

supporting teams. Wisdom is like a person because it is the name for our personal 

relationship with God. We all have addictive natures because we were designed to do what 

is on our hearts. We were designed for this special relationship where we do exactly what 

we want to do after we allow God to refine our hearts. After we sacrifice what we want to 

do, we do the will of God by allowing him to refine our hearts. If wisdom is a personal 

relationship with God, what is team wisdom? Team wisdom is respect for God’s authority. 

Everyone on the team brings some authority to that team. 

Respect for Team Authority: The Beginning of Team 
Wisdom 

Yes, God controls the hearts of rebellious people in authority. Submission is respect of God’s 

control over authority. God blesses submission. Rebellion is disrespect of God’s control 

over authority. God curses rebellion, and God controls authority. 

The fear of God is the beginning of all Wisdom. 

God created everything. Through authority, he spoke everything into existence. God controls 

all authority. God creates everything. Even today through callings and teams, God speaks 

and creates everything.  

God loves everyone and wants them to be successful. 

Before time began – everyone was designed for a specific calling. God designed the callings to 

work together in teams. Jesus called these teams the Kingdom. Paul called these teams the 

Cross which was Jesus’ Calling. Both and others called these teams the Body of Christ. In 

other words the kingdom is at hand. Pick up your place in the Body, the one for which you 

were designed, the one God wants to talk to you about. God wants to communicate with us 

through callings. We all have strengths and weaknesses. God wants us to communicate with 

each other. God wants us to give tithes and offerings. He only accepts offerings that are 

fruit of what he has told us to do. The meaning of success is getting our offering accepted. 

God loves everyone and wants them to be successful.  

Types of Team Authority: 
Teams have owners, customers, and suppliers: in other words, someone doing something for 

someone else with the help of others. These simple team roles are just the way we respect 

types of God’s authority: command and expert authority. Everyone has a calling or an 

expertise, and everyone needs help to be able to give their expertise. Giving or serving is 

done from under command authority. The customer is always right. Because we were 

designed to work together, all teams have sub-teams. In other words, teams are made up of 
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teams. God designed us to work together with him through expert and command authority. 

Giving comes from below through our gifts or expert authority. Because we need help, 

every expert is also a commander. The following outline attempts to show how each team 

member from customer to supplier has a calling that when developed and recognized 

provides Word of God Expertise and Command Authority:  

Team Customer 

Team Customer-Calling-Word of God Expertise and Command Authority 

Expert authority (for his customer) 

Command authority over Team Owner  

Team Owner (of his team) 

Team Owner 

Team Owner-Calling-Word of God Expertise and Command Authority 

Expert authority for Team Customer   

Command authority over Team Supplier  

Customer (of his supplier) 

Team Supplier 

Team Supplier-Calling-Word of God Expertise and Command Authority 

Expert authority (for Team Owner) 

Command authority over his supplier 

Team Owner (of his team) 

Motivation: The Mystery of Wisdom 
The purpose of this paragraph is to associate Wisdom with the Mystery. Once a person has 

experienced The Mystery, the Old Testament Wisdom Scriptures and the New Testament 

Baptism in the Holy Spirit are one. The New Testament Mystery of a personal relationship 

with God through heart changing prayer is Wisdom. In other words, the gift of belief that 

comes from begging for a heart’s desire refined by the Fire of the Holy Spirit, the Gift of 

Belief and Wisdom are one. Using business terminology, the New Testament Mystery of 

the Baptism of the Holy Spirit motivates us to be wise. It is the Mystery because it has to be 

received and experienced before it can be understood. Once it is understood, the Old 

Testament Wisdom Scriptures come alive. Once the Mystery is received, the threefold of 

the Law, the Prophets and the Mystery of Motivation to Wisdom is complete.  
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Summary- Beginning of Team Wisdom 
The purpose of this document is to describe the beginning of team wisdom. Teams are all 

about giving. They are someone helping someone else with the help of others. Every team 

has an owner who is responsible for the team purpose. Teams are just the result of the fact 

that people were designed to work together. So, all teams are composed of teams of 

supporting teams. Wisdom is like a person because it is the name for our personal 

relationship with God. We were designed for this special relationship where we do exactly 

what we want to do after we allow God to refine our hearts. So, we all have addictive 

natures because we were designed to do what is on our hearts.. After we sacrifice what we 

want to do, we do the will of God by allowing him to refine our hearts. If wisdom is a 

personal relationship with God, what is team wisdom? Team wisdom is respect for God’s 

authority. Everyone on the team brings authority to the team. Everyone has something to 

give, and through authority God has designed us to work together. 

 


